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Abstract—The idea of an online visual vocabulary is proposed. In contrast to the accepted strategy of generating
vocabularies offline, using the k-means clustering over all the
features extracted form all the images in a dataset, an online
vocabulary is dynamic and evolves iteratively over time as
new observations are made. Hence, it is much more suitable
for online robotic applications, such as exploration, landmark
detection, and SLAM, where the future is unknown. We present
two different strategies for building online vocabularies. The
first strategy produces a vocabulary, which optimizes the kcentres objective of minimizing the maximum distance of a a
feature from the closest vocabulary word. The second strategy
produces a vocabulary by randomly sampling from the current
vocabulary and the features in the current observation. We
show that both the algorithms are able to produce distance
matrices which have positive rank correlation with distance
matrices computed using an offline k-means vocabulary. We
discover that the online random vocabulary is consistently
effective at approximating the behaviour of the offline k-means
vocabulary, at least for the moderate sized datasets we examine.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
This work proposes two novel techniques for maintaining
a continuously evolving vocabulary of visual words, which is
suitable for online applications such as landmark detection,
mapping, and summarization.
One of the most fundamental problem in computer vision
is of object recognition and categorization. Matching an
object or a place from a database of images is a challenging
task and requires modelling the visual appearance in a
viewpoint and lighting invariant manner. Recently the bag of
words model for describing images [1] has become popular.
In this technique, first a vocabulary of visual words is
generated by clustering SIFT or SURF features extracted
form all the images in the database, and then each image
is expressed as a histogram of frequency count over these
visual words.
The problem with such an approach is that the vocabulary
must be computed offline, and hence it might not be suitable
for expressing images which we have not seen before.
Moreover, applications such as vision based exploration,
landmark detection [2], view based mapping [3], and online
summarization [4], [5], require comparing an incoming image observation with previously observed images. Hence, for

such applications, a huge vocabulary is required. Nister et al.
[6] have proposed a technique for building vocabulary trees
to handle large vocabularies, which allow large vocabularies
to be used more efficiently, but still these vocabularies are
not useful for online applications which require lifelong
learning.
We proposes an alternative approach to generating vocabularies for online applications. A small online vocabulary
which can be updated efficiently to incorporate new observations, can replace a huge vocabulary computed offline over
some other dataset. We show that that an online vocabulary
can give performance comparable to an offline vocabulary,
even if the offline vocabulary is computed on the same
dataset, which is not possible in a real-world scenarios.
We present two novel online algorithms for generating
vocabularies and compare their performance with an offline
vocabulary generated using the k-means algorithm. The first
algorithm finds a vocabulary which minimizes the maximum
distance of a an observed feature from one of the vocabulary
words. The second algorithm maintains a random selection
of features observed so far, while giving more weight to the
features in the current observation.
We measure the goodness of the online vocabularies by
comparing them with a large offline vocabulary generated
on the same dataset using the k-means algorithm. Similarity
between two vocabularies is measured in terms of the mean
Kendall τ rank correlation between the distance matrices
associated with the two vocabularies.
The primary research contributions of this work are the
following:
•
•
•
•

it proposes the idea of using a small online vocabulary,
to replace a large offline vocabulary.
it presents two different techniques for generating an
online vocabulary.
it presents a novel way to compare two given vocabularies using the Kendall τ rank correlation coefficient.
experimental demonstration of the effectiveness of the
online vocabularies using several different datasets from
different environments.

III. O NLINE E XTREMUM VOCABULARY

II. P ROBLEM OVERVIEW
A. The Offline Problem
Before we consider the problem of computing vocabulary
online, first let us re-examine the offline problem.
Let Z = {Zi } be the set of all the descriptions, extracted
from all the images in the image database. Sivic et al. [1]
proposed the use of the k-means objective, which finds the
vocabulary S such that the cost defined as:
1 X
min d(Zi , Sj ),
(1)
Cost(S) =
|Z| i j
is minimized. Here d(.) is the distance function between
two feature descriptions. Typically the size of the vocabulary |S| = k is finite, and k << |Z|. The problem of
finding the optimal solution to this minimization problem
is NP-hard, and the popular k-means algorithm gives us an
approximation to the optimal solution.
B. The Online Problem
Our goal is to maintain a vocabulary, which is representative of the features have been observed so far. Let Zt be the
set of features observed at time t, and St−1 be the current
vocabulary, representative of all the features observed so far
without taking into account the current observation Zt . We
would like to update St−1 to get St , given St−1 and Zt ,
while minimizing
Cost(St ) =

1 X
min d(Zi , Sj ), Z = ∪ti=1 Zi ,
|Z| i j

(2)

such that it is comparable to the cost of the vocabulary
computed over all the observations Z1 · · · Zt .
C. Ideal Online Vocabulary
Although one can describe the vocabulary selection problem as a clustering problem, this does not explicitly take into
account the purpose of a vocabulary, which is to be able to
successfully discriminate between different images. Ideally,
we would like the online vocabulary to have the same
behaviour as the offline vocabulary, while finding similar
or dissimilar images. To formalize this, let dS (I1 , I2 ) be
the distance function which compares two images I1 and
I2 , using vocabulary S. Let S be the offline vocabulary
computed over all the images in the dataset, and St be the
online vocabulary at time t. Then for any three images Ia ,
Ib , Ic , taken at times a < t, b < t and c < t, we would like
dSt (Ia , Ib ) <
=

dSt (Ia , Ic )
(
T if dS (Ia , Ib ) < dS (Ia , Ic )
F otherwise,

(3)
(4)

i.e., we only care about the relative ordering, which the
distance function imposes on the images, and not the actual
distances.

A good online algorithm which minimizes the k-means
objective defined above in Eq. 1 is not known. A cost
function closely related to the k-means objective is the kcenters cost function, defined as:
Cost(S) = max min d(Zi , Sj ).
i

j

(5)

Minimizing this cost function is similar to finding centres
of k balls of smallest (but equal) size, which cover all the
points in Z.
If the distance function obeys the triangle inequality, then
not only is the k-center problem NP-hard, but Huse and
Nemhauser [7] showed that α-approximation of this problem
is also NP-hard for α < 2 (i.e. for any approximation that
guarantees the cost to be at worst 2 times the optimal cost).
Consider the greedy strategy presented in Algorithm 1,
which we refer to as the Extremum Vocabulary algorithm.
We initialize the vocabulary with an arbitrary descriptor, then
in each iteration, we choose a descriptor which is farthest
away from the descriptors in the current vocabulary, and add
it to the vocabulary. This algorithm has an approximation
ratio of 2, and hence is likely the best we can do unless
P=NP [8].
S ← {Zrandom }
Z ← Z \ Zrandom
repeat
m ← argmaxi minj d(Zi , Sj )
S ← S ∪ {Zm }
Z ← Z \ Zm
until |S| ≥ k
return S
Algorithm 1: E XTREMUM VOCABULARY (Z, k). Computes a vocabulary as a subset of input descriptions Z,
by greedily picking the descriptions farthest away from
descriptions in the current vocabulary.
Using Algorithm 1, we propose the following strategy for
updating the vocabulary. We first take the union of features
in the current vocabulary St−1 and the current observation
Zt . Lets call this set of descriptions Z0 = Zt ∪St−1 . Our goal
is now to compute a vocabulary which is a subset of this set.
We propose to run the E XTREMUM VOCABULARY algorithm
on Z0 to get the new vocabulary St . Fig. 1 illustrated this
graphically.
In Fig.1(a) the points represented by the red plus marker
correspond to the words in the current vocabulary St−1 .
The set of key-point descriptions Zt , observed at time t
are represented by grey circles in Fig.1(b). The set Z0 ,
comprising of all the words form the current vocabulary
and the observation is shown in Fig. 1(c). We then run
the E XTREMUM VOCABULARY algorithm to select a representative subset of these words. The words are shown

(a) St−1

(b) Zt

(c) Z0 = Zt ∪ St−1

(d) SAMPLE(Z0 , 10)

(e) St

Figure 1. Updating Online Vocabularies. (a) points marked with the red plus symbol correspond to the words in the current vocabulary St−1 .(b) The
set of featuresZt , observed at time t are represented by grey circles. (c) The set Z0 , comprising of all the words form the current vocabulary and the
observation.(d) We then run one of the proposed sampling algorithms: extremum or random, to choose a representative subset of these features. The selected
features are marked with the plus sign. (e) the selected words form the new vocabulary St .

Z0 ← Zt ∪ St−1
St ← E XTREMUM VOCABULARY(Z0 , k)
return St
Algorithm
2: O NLINE E XTREMUM VOCABULARY
(Zt , St−1 , k). Computes a new vocabulary at time t,
given the vocabulary at previous time St−1 , and the set
of features Zt in the current observation.

by the red plus marker in Fig. 1(d). Finally, in Fig.
1(e), we get rid of all the descriptions not picked by
the E XTREMUM VOCABULARY algorithm, and return the
selected words as the updated vocabulary St .
IV. O NLINE R ANDOM VOCABULARY
Consider the following simple strategy for updating the
vocabulary. Instead of using the extremum sampling algorithm to pick the vocabulary words from the set Z0 , we
randomly sample the k features from Z0 , and use it as the
updated vocabulry St .
Although the algorithm seems trivial, it has the following
advantages: First, it is computationally very efficient compared to Algorithm 2, since we do not need to do farthest
neighbour computations. Second, It gives more weight to
the current observation. This is useful because at time t, we
are normally only interested in comparing the observation
made at time t, with the previous observations.
Z0 ← Zt ∪ St−1
St ← R ANDOM S AMPLE(Z0 , k)
return St
Algorithm
3:
O NLINE R ANDOM VOCABULARY
(Zt , St−1 , k). Computes a new vocabulary at time
t, given the vocabulary at previous time St−1 , and the
features Zt in the current observation.
V. E XPERIMENTS
To test the performance of of the proposed online vocabulary generation algorithm, we compare it to vocabulary

generated offline by the k-means algorithm. Since online
vocabularies can be used for many different applications,
instead of focusing on a specific application, we focus our
efforts on measuring how well can an online vocabulary
differentiate between different images, compared to a large
offline k-means vocabulary. Any results hence observed are
applicable to tasks such as landmark detection, loop closing,
or summary generation.
A. Computing Distance Matrix
We experimented with six different datasets consisting
of different environments; indoors, aerial view, and under
water. For each of these datasets we first computed a
vocabulary of 10,000 words by extracting SURF [9] features
from each image, and then running the k-means clustering
algorithm. Each image in the dataset was described using
a histogram of frequency counts, by matching the extracted
features with the closest word in the vocabulary.
In text retrieval, it is common for one to use tf-idf (term
frequency - inverse document frequency) to represent documents [10]. Inverse document frequency is the weight given
to a word according to how common it is amongst all the
documents. If a visual word is present in all the images,
then it is given a weight of 0. The aggregate idf is difficult
to compute online, hence, in this work we give every word
equal weight. To compute distance between two histograms,
we use symmetric KL divergence.
The distance matrix generated by comparing each image
in the dataset with every other, using the k-means vocabulary, was then used to measure the goodness of the distance
matrix generated using the online vocabulary.
To generate the online distance matrices, we initialized the
vocabulary with the features extracted from the first image,
and then for each new image, we ran Algorithm 2 to get the
updated vocabulary. We then compare the image at time t
with all the images observed before this time. Hence, the ith
row of this lower-triangular distance matrix was computed
with vocabulary generated with the ith observed image.

Figure 2. An example of distance matrices generated by the proposed online algorithms for different vocabulary sizes. For comparison, the distance
matrix generated using offline k-means vocabulary is shown in the last row. An ideal online vocabulary should produce a distance matrix similar to the
distance matrix generated using the offline k-means vocabulary.

B. Kendall τ Rank Correlation for Comparing Distance
Matrices
To compare the distance matrices generated using online
and offline vocabulary, we propose the use of Kendall τ
Rank Correlation Coefficient [11], [12]. Kendall’s τ coefficient between two lists of random variables is a measure
of association based on the relative order of the consecutive
elements in the two lists.
Let X = {xi } and Y = {yi } be the two lists, then the
Kendall’s rank correlation coefficient
nc − nd
τ (X, Y ) = p
,
(6)
(nc + nd + nx ) + (nc + nd + ny )
where nc is the number of concordant pairs of observations, nd is the number of discordant pairs, nx is the
number of ties involving only the elements in X, and ny the
number of ties involving only the elements in Y . A pair of
observations (xi , yi ) and (xj , yj ) is defined as concordant
if xi < yi and xj < yj , or, if xi > yi and xj > yj . A
discordant pair is one such that xi < yi and xj > yj , or, if
xi > yi and xj < yj .
If the elements in two lists are in exactly the same
relative order, then τ = 1. if the two lists are in complete
disagreement (i.e., the ordering of one is reverse of the
other), then τ = −1. A value of τ = 0 implies that the
two lists are independent.

To compare two distance matrices, we compute the correlation coefficient for elements in each row i of the two
matrices, and then compute the mean correlation τ . Let d(i)
be the ith row of of a distance matrix d. Then
1X
τ (d1 (i), d2 (i)),
(7)
n
where n is the total number of images in the dataset.
We would like τ computed between the online distance
matrix and offline distance matrix to be > 0, and close to
1, implying that the online distance matrix will give similar
classification results compared to the offline distance matrix.
τ (d1 , d2 )

=

VI. R ESULTS
To measure the performance of the two proposed algorithms, we first build distance matrices for vocabulary generated using each algorithm for different vocabulary sizes, and
then compare them to the distance matrix generated using
the vocabulary generated offline using k-means. We present
results of experimentation with six different datasets each
with about 100-200 images, taken from different environments.
Figure 2 shows an example of the distance matrices
computed using the two proposed online algorithm for
the street view dataset. The first two rows show distance
matrices generated using the two proposed algorithms, and

Figure 3. Correlation of distance matrices generated using the online
vocabulary with the distance matrix generated using the offline k-means
vocabulary of size 1000. We see that both the algorithms produce distance
matrices which have positive mean rank correlation (τ > 0) with the
offline distance matrix. The correlation increases monotonically with the
increase in vocabulary size. The plot also shows the correlation of the offline
k-means vocabulary matrices of different sizes with the distance matrix
produced using k-means vocabulary of size 1000 (shown using yellow like
with diamond markers). This loosely represents the upper bound on the
correlation score of the online algrotihms. See text for more details.

the third row shows the “ideal” case, i.e., the distance matrix
generated using the offline k-means vocabulary. Different
columns corresponds to a change in the size of the vocabulary.
The distance matrices are depicted as grayscale images,
where the pixel value at row i and column j is proportional
to the distance between image i and image j. White corresponds to maximum similarity and black corresponds to
maximum difference. Along the diagonal we have the similarity of each image to itself, which is maximal. Typically
near off-diagonal elements are also ”white” since images
often are correlated in time.
Intuitively, we would like the distance matrices generated
by the online vocabularies to look similar to the distance
matrices generated by the offline k-means vocabularies. In
the example shown, it is easy to see that distance matrix
corresponding to the OnlineRandom vocabulary is more
similar to the OfflineKMeans vocabulary distance matrix,
compared to the OnlineXtremum vocabulary distance matrix.
The difference is most clear when we look at the last column,

Figure 4. Correlation of distance matrices generated using the online
vocabulary with the distance matrix generated using the offline k-means
vocabulary of the same size as the online vocabulary.The plot corresponding
to to k-means vocabulary is always 1 by definition. We see that both the
algorithms are able to maintain their rank correlation score irrespective of
the vocabulary size, when compared with similarly sized offline k-means
vocabulary.

corresponding to the vocabulary size of 1000.
To quantify this difference, we look at two different ways
of measuring the goodness of a distance matrix generated
by the an online vocabulary.
First, we compare every distance matrix generated using
the online vocabularies of different sizes, with the distance
matrix generated by the k-means vocabulary of size 1000,
using the τ coefficient presented in Eq. 7. The results are
shown in Fig. 3. We see that both the online algorithms
produce distance matrices which have positive mean rank
correlation (τ > 0) with the offline distance matrix. The
correlation increases monotonically with the increase in vocabulary size. Fig. 3 also shows the plot of correlation of the
offline k-means vocabulary matrices of different sizes with
the distance matrix produced using k-means vocabulary of
size 1000. This plot (shown using yellow line with diamond
markers) loosely represents the upper bound on how good
an online vocabulary could be. It might seem a bit surprising
that the online random vocabulary consistently outperforms
the online extremum vocabulary, for all six datasets. Our
hypothesis is that this is because the ExtremumVocabulary
algorithm picks words which are invariant to how close they
are to the dense cluster centers represented by the k-means

vocabulary. The RandomVocabulary on the other hand is
probabilistically more likely to pick words which are close
to the cluster centres, and hence performs similar to the
offline k-means vocabulary. Moreover, if one visualizes the
vocabulary words as basis vectors for the set of all the words,
it is known that random vectors perform quite well as basis
vectors in high dimensional spaces [13].
Second, we compare the distance matrices of different
sizes, with the distance matrix generated by the k-means
vocabulary of the same size, as shown in Fig. 4. The plot
corresponding to to k-means vocabulary is hence always
1 by definition. We see that both the algorithms are able
to maintain their rank correlation score, irrespective of the
vocabulary size, when compared with similarly sized offline
k-means vocabulary.
VII. C ONCLUSION
For image matching and classification, the Bag of Visual
Words algorithm is powerful technique to represent image
content. This technique finds use in many different computer
vision applications such as classification, object categorization, view based maps, and landmark identification and,
particularly, our work on image selection. The effectiveness
of this representation depends, however, on the specific
vocabulary of words used to build the histograms. The
accepted strategy is to use the k-means clustering algorithm
to cluster all the observed features, and then use the cluster
centres as the vocabulary. Doing this well is only possible for
offline applications, where all the data is available a priori.
This paper introduces the idea of online vocabularies, and
presents two different strategies for building them. The first
strategy produces vocabularies that minimize the k- centres
objective function, and the second strategy produces a vocabulary by randomly sampling from the current vocabulary
and the features in the last observed image.
We show that both the approaches are able to produce
good results, as measured by the rank correlation between
the distance matrices produced using the proposed strategy
and the ”ideal case”, i.e., the distance matrix computed using
an offline k-means vocabulary. We discover that the random
summary is consistently very effective at approximating the
offline k-means vocabulary, at least for the moderate sized
datasets we examine.
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